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ABSTRACT
Gated molybdenum disulfide (MoS2 ) exhibits a rich phase diagram upon increasing electron doping, including a superconducting phase,
a polaronic reconstruction of the band structure, and structural transitions away from the 2H polytype. The average time between two
charge-carrier scattering events—the scattering lifetime—is a key parameter to describe charge transport and obtain physical insight into the
behavior of such a complex system. In this paper, we combine the solution of the Boltzmann transport equation (based on ab initio densityfunctional theory calculations of the electronic band structure) with the experimental results concerning the charge-carrier mobility in order
to determine the scattering lifetime in gated MoS2 nanolayers as a function of electron doping and temperature. From these dependencies,
we assess the major sources of charge-carrier scattering upon increasing band filling and discover two narrow ranges of electron doping
where the scattering lifetime is strongly suppressed. We identify the opening of additional intervalley scattering channels connecting the
simultaneously filled K=K0 and Q=Q0 valleys in the Brillouin zone as the source of these reductions, which are triggered by the two Lifshitz
transitions induced by the filling of the high-energy Q=Q0 valleys upon increasing electron doping.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0017921

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the ionic gating technique has become a
fundamental tool for probing the ground-state properties of lowdimensional systems as a function of doping. Indeed, thanks to the
field-effect transistor (FET) architecture, it is possible to investigate
the rich phase diagrams of (quasi) two-dimensional (2D) materials
and surfaces in an almost continuous way.1–20 The transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs) represent a notably tunable class of materials thanks to the occurrence of both superconducting (SC) and
charge-density-wave (CDW) phases.21,22 Among them, molybdenum disulfide (2H-MoS2 ) has been the most studied both theoretically and experimentally, owing to its stability at ambient pressure
and temperature, the ease by which it can be exfoliated, its sizeable
bandgap,23 and the indirect-to-direct gap transition that it undergoes
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when thinned from the bulk to the single-layer,23–25 which make it
eminently suitable for electronic and optoelectronic applications.23,26,27 This layered semiconductor develops a SC phase with a
maximum transition temperature Tc  11 K either via ion intercalation28,29 or by electrostatic ion accumulation at the interface between
the material and an electrolyte.2,30,31
When 2H-MoS2 is electrostatically electron-doped in the FET
configuration [Fig. 1(a)], the presence of the electric field along
the direction orthogonal to the surface breaks inversion symmetry
and leads to a Zeeman-like spin–orbit splitting of the conduction
bands32,33 in the Brillouin Zone (BZ). The conduction band
minima lie at the inequivalent K=K0 points (located at the corner of
the hexagonal BZ) and Q=Q0 points (which lie more or less halfway
between K=K0 and the center of the BZ Γ), as depicted in the inset
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view of the four-layer molybdenum disulphide (4L-MoS2
crystal in the FET configuration. Yellow spheres are S atoms and purple–gray
spheres are Mo atoms. The positive ions accumulated at the electrolyte–sample
interface are represented by red spheres. The negative (positive) induced
charge at the surface of the 4L  MoS2 crystal is depicted with blue (red)
clouds around atoms using isosurfaces at 1=15th of the maximum charge
density at an electron doping level n2D ¼ 7  1013 cm2 . The gate electric field
~
E is depicted as violet arrows. (b) Electronic band structure and density of
states (DOS) of gated 4L  MoS2 at an electron doping level
n2D ¼ 7  1013 cm2 . The gray line represents the Fermi energy EF. The inset
shows the first Brillouin zone of 2H-MoS2 where the Γ, K=K0 , and M highsymmetry points are highlighted. Band edges Q1 and Q2 of the spin–orbit split
subbands at the Q=Q0 points are highlighted by red-dashed lines.

of Fig. 1(b). The corresponding spin-split electron pockets are the
so-called valleys common to all TMDs in the 2H crystal
structure34–38 that become filled upon electron doping. As a consequence, the geometry of the Fermi surface (FS) of gated MoS2
strongly depends on their occupation. Such valley filling is in turn
strongly dependent on the number of layers, on the strength of the
electric field, and on the tensile strain of the sample.34,35 The
Zeeman-like spin–orbit splitting is crucial in determining the properties of the gate-induced SC state,33 as it leads to the spin-valley
locking of the Copper pairs39,40 and the so-called 2D Ising SC and
its ultrahigh out-of-plane critical magnetic field.39,40
The filling of the K=K0 and Q=Q0 valleys can be probed experimentally by means of electric transport measurements. When
higher-energy subbands are crossed by the Fermi level, characteristic kinks appear in the doping-dependence of the conductivity of
ion-gated TMD nanolayers.41,42 This also allows directly probing
the change in the topology of the Fermi surface, i.e., the occurrence
of Lifshitz transitions: At low doping, only the K=K0 valleys are
filled, giving rise to two electron pockets only, whereas as the electron doping increases, the Q=Q0 valleys become filled as well, generating six new electron pockets.34,35,41
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Recent developments in density functional theory (DFT) allow
computing the electronic34,35,43 and vibrational44 properties of
materials in the FET configuration from first principles by fully
taking into account the presence of an orthogonal electric field in a
self-consistent way. In such a way, it has been possible to obtain
the electronic structure of many gated TMDs,34,35 to study the flexural phonons in graphene,44 to explore the anomalous screening of
an electric field at the surface of niobium nitride,45 and to predict a
possible high-Tc SC phase transition in diamond thin films.46,47
More specifically, in Ref. 56, we showed that DFT calculations
can reliably reproduce the experimental doping-dependence both
of the conductivity and of the valley filling in ion-gated MoS2
nanolayers, when the presence of the transverse electric field,
the number of layers, and the level of strain in the experimental
samples are taken into account. However, our analysis provided no
information on the charge-carrier scattering lifetime, which is a
crucial physical quantity necessary to describe charge transport in
the system. The scattering lifetime τ is the average time between
two successive scattering events experienced by a given charge
carrier, and it directly determines key parameters for both the
physics of the system and the device operation, such as, for example,
the charge-carrier mobility, the mean free path, and the degree of
metallicity of the system. In this work, we tackle this issue directly by
following the approach introduced in Ref. 35: We start by computing
the ab initio band structure of gated 4L  MoS2 and subsequently
combine the Hall mobility-to-lifetime ratio, obtained by solving the
Boltzmann transport equation,54 with the Hall mobility calculated
from the doping-dependence of the conductivity reported in
Refs. 41 and 56. We find that when the Q=Q0 valleys are filled by
the increasing field-induced electron doping, i.e., when the
Lifshitz transitions occur, the scattering lifetime undergoes a
strong reduction. We show that this observation can in turn be
linked to the opening of new intervalley scattering channels
between the simultaneously filled K=K0 and Q=Q0 electron
pockets. We discuss how this phenomenon can strongly affect key
properties of gated MoS2 reported in the literature, such as the
electron–phonon coupling, the gate-induced SC state, the polaronic reconstruction of the K=K0 Fermi sea, and the lowtemperature incipient localization often observed in real devices.
II. METHODS
A. Computational details
In order to precisely match the experimental conditions of
Ref. 41, we considered a four-layer MoS2 crystal (4L  MoS2 ), set
the in-plane lattice parameter to the experimental bulk value,
and added 0:13% tensile strain.56 We then performed the DFT
calculations using the plane-wave pseudopotential method as
implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO.51,52 We made use of fully
relativistic projector-augmented pseudopotentials57 and of the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional58 including van der Waals dispersion corrections.59 We set the energy
cutoff for the wave functions to 50 Ry and that for the charge
density to 410 Ry. We performed the Brillouin zone integration
using a Monkhorst–Pack grid60 of 32  32  1 k points with a
Gaussian broadening of 2 mRy and set the self-consistency conditions for the solution of the Kohn–Sham equations to 109 Ry
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for the total energy and to 104 Ry=Bohr for the total force
acting on the atoms during the structure relaxation. After convergence of the ground-state density, we then performed an
additional non-self-consistent calculation on a denser grid of
64  64  1 k points that will be used later for an accurate solution of the Boltzmann equation.
We modeled the FET setup using the method described in
Refs. 34, 43, and 45, where a dipole correction is employed in order
to get rid of spurious Coulomb interactions along the non-periodic
direction due to repeated images of the system under study. We
placed the dipole for the dipole correction at zdip ¼ ddip =2 with
ddip ¼ 0:01L, L being the size of the unit cell in the z-direction,
and the charged plane mimicking the gate electrode slightly closer
to the MoS2 crystal at zmono ¼ 0:011L. A potential barrier of height
V0 ¼ 2 Ry and width db ¼ 0:1L is placed between the gate and the
MoS2 crystal in order to prevent charge spilling. To avoid unphysical interactions between repeated images
of the system due to the

periodic boundary conditions, 30 A of vacuum were added to
the supercell along the z direction.
The Boltzmann transport equation is solved in the constantrelaxation-time approximation, i.e., τ i,k ¼ τ(EF ), as implemented in
the BoltzTraP54 code starting from the eigenvalues of the Kohn–
Sham hamiltonian obtained after the non-self-consistent computation. The ratio between the number of plane waves and the number
of band energies is set to 5. In order to solve the integrals for the
computation of transport tensors, we took into account bands that
fall into an energy window of 0:04 Ry around the Fermi energy.

scitation.org/journal/jap

approximation, one sets τ i,k ¼ τ(EF ) ¼ τ (where EF is the Fermi
level). In this approximation, both σ αβ =τ and the Hall tensor are
independent of τ and can be directly computed with BoltzTraP54
from the ab initio band structure obtained on a fine k mesh. Thus,
the theoretical value of the in-plane Hall mobility-to-lifetime ratio
can be computed simply as35


μth
σ xx
H
(T, EF ) ¼
(T, EF ) Rxyz (T, EF ) ,
τ
τ

(4)

where σ xx =τ is the in-plane conductivity-to-lifetime ratio and Rxyz
is the Hall coefficient, i.e., the component of the Hall tensor with
the induced electric field along y, the current flowing along x, and
the magnetic field applied along z [see Fig. 1(a)]. Here, we have
made use of the fact that the conductivity tensor σ αβ of crystals
with hexagonal symmetry, such as MoS2 , has only two independent
components (in-plane σ xx and out-of-plane σ zz ).34,35,55 To allow
for a more reliable comparison with the experimental results,
from Rxyz , we also directly determine the Hall carrier density
nH ¼ 1=eRxyz since in principle in TMDs, nH is known to sometimes strongly deviate from the actual doping charge n2D .34,35
Finally, we also compute the thermally smeared 2D density of
states (DOS) as
DOS(T, E) ¼

e2 X
4π 2 i

ð



@fEF (T, εi,k )
dk:
@ε

(5)

B. Solution of the Boltzmann equation
For 2D systems, the conductivity tensors σ αβ and σ αβγ at the
temperature T and the chemical potential EF are34,35


ð
e2 X
@fEF (T, εi,k )
i,k i,k
τ i,k vα vβ 
dk,
σ αβ (T, EF ) ¼ 2
@ε
4π i
σ αβγ (T, EF ) ¼

C. Determination of the scattering lifetime
(1)



ð
e3 X 2
@fEF (T, εi,k )
i,k 1
i,k i,k
τ
dk,
ϵ
v
v
(M
)

γδρ
i,k
α ρ
βδ
@ε
4π 2 i
(2)

where e is the elementary charge, h is the reduced Planck constant,
εi,k is the energy of the ith band at the momentum k ¼ (kx , ky ),
ϵαβγ is the Levi–Cività symbol, vαi,k ¼ h1 @εi,k =@kα is the group
i,k 1
) ¼ h2 @ 2 εi,k =@kα @kβ
velocity along the αth k-component, (Mαβ
is the inverse mass tensor for the αth and βth k-components, and
fEF (T, ε) is the Fermi distribution function. Notice that for a
general 3D system, all of the indices {α, β, γ, δ, ρ} are run over by
all of the Cartesian coordinates {x, y, z}; however, in a 2D system,
γ ¼ z and {α, β, δ, ρ} are limited to the in-plane coordinates {x, y}.
Thanks to the conductivity tensors, it is possible to compute
the Hall tensor as
Rijk ¼ (σ αj )1 σ αβk (σ iβ )1 :

Published under license by AIP Publishing.

exp

μH ¼

σ xx
e nH

(6)

from the values of σ xx and nH we experimentally measured in
Ref. 41 and summarized in Ref. 56. The scattering lifetime can then
be recovered by
exp

τ¼

μH
μth
H =τ

(7)

(3)

While the relaxation time τ i,k can be both band- and
momentum-dependent, in the often-used constant-relaxation-time
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We determine the scattering lifetime by means of the
approach originally developed in Ref. 35, where it was applied to
gated WS2 , and that has later been successfully applied to other
gated materials such as few-layer graphene48,49 and epitaxial
diamond films.20 Specifically, once the dependence of μth
H =τ as a
function of nH is known, the scattering lifetime τ in a gated device
can be easily obtained from the experimental values of the Hall
mobility. Here, we directly calculate it as

for any value of nH and T for which both the experimental Hall
mobility and the theoretical mobility-to-lifetime ratio have been
determined.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Density of states and transport coefficients
We first consider the effect of the band filling upon increasing
electron doping on the electronic structure and transport coefficients in 4L  MoS2 . The most profound impact can be observed
in the doping-dependence of the density of states at the Fermi level
DOS(EF ), which we plot in Fig. 2(a) for different values of T. At
T ¼ 0 K, DOS(EF ) exhibits the typical staircase behavior of a multiband 2D system, increasing in a nearly step-like fashion whenever
the Fermi level crosses the bottom of a subband and remaining
nearly constant otherwise. By inspecting the electronic dispersion

ARTICLE
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relations for increasing values of n2D shown in Fig. 1(b) and in
Ref. 56, we can attribute the two sudden jumps in DOS(EF ) around
n2D  1:5 and 7  1013 cm2 to the filling of the Q1 and Q2
spin-split subbands, respectively. At finite T, the 2D-like behavior
of DOS(EF ) is quickly lost due to thermal smearing. Already at
T ¼ 10 K, only small “humps” can be observed in the dopingdependence of DOS(EF ) in correspondence with the crossing of the
Q1 and Q2 subbands. These humps disappear almost completely at
T ¼ 50 K, and at T ¼ 100 and 200 K, the doping-dependence of
DOS(EF ) is fully smooth. This strong influence of a finite T on
DOS(EF ) can be directly attributed to the small spin–orbit splitting
Δso of a few meV between the subbands: In the K=K0 valleys, Δso is
doping-independent and equal to about 3 meV, whereas in the
Q=Q0 valleys, it slowly increases with doping. In particular, in
the doping range before the crossing of Q2 , Δso & 10 meV in the
Q=Q0 valleys.56
The doping dependencies of the transport coefficients σ xx =τ
and Rxyz are much less affected by both the band filling and T.
Upon increasing T, σ xx =τ slightly decreases in the entire doping
range. For any value of T, σ xx =τ smoothly increases with increasing
n2D [Fig. 2(b)], and the only effect of band filling is to progressively
reduce the power-law exponent of the increase (from σ xx =τ / n0:99
2D
for
n2D & 1:5  1013 cm2
to
σ xx =τ / n0:76
for
2D
n2D * 7  1013 cm2 ). Rxyz , on the other hand, is found to be almost
T-independent and smoothly decreases as n1
2D in the entire doping
range [Fig. 2(c)]. Furthermore, the Hall carrier density nH ¼
1=eRxyz is always almost identical to the doping charge n2D , as
shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c). This is consistent with what was
reported in the case of gated 1L-, 2L-, and 3L  MoS2 34,35 and is due
to the good parabolicity of all subbands in both the K=K0 and Q=Q0
valleys and their comparable effective masses at any doping
n2D & 2  1014 cm2 .
B. Mobility and scattering lifetime

FIG. 2. (a) Density of states at the Fermi level DOS(EF ) as a function of the
doping charge density n2D for different values of T. Curves at finite T are rigidly
shifted by 0:5 eV1 spin1 cell1 for clarity. (b) In-plane conductivity-to-lifetime
ratio σ xx =τ and (c) the Hall coefficient Rxyz as a function of n2D computed with
BoltzTraP54 for different values of T. The inset shows the n2D -dependence of
the ratio of the Hall carrier density nH ¼ 1=eRxyz and n2D . Solid lines are
guides to the eye. Black dashed lines in (b) highlight the power-law scaling at
low and high n2D .
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We now turn to the determination of the doping-dependent
scattering lifetime. In Fig. 3(a), we show the theoretical
mobility-to-scattering lifetime ratio as a function of the Hall carrier
density, determined with Eq. (4) from the data shown in Fig. 2.
While the dependencies of σ xx =τ and Rxyz on nH change little upon
increasing T, the dependencies of μth
H =τ are significantly affected
instead. At low T  50 K, μth
H =τ monotonically decreases at the
increase of nH and the effects of band filling are negligible.
Conversely, at intermediate and high T  100 K, the nH -dependence
of μth
H =τ becomes non-monotonic and dependent on band-filling. At
low nH & 1:7  1013 cm2 , where only the K=K0 valleys are filled,
μth
H =τ increases with increasing nH and is strongly suppressed by
increasing T. At larger nH * 2  1013 cm2 , where also the Q=Q0
valleys become filled, μth
H =τ decreases with increasing nH and is
much less sensitive to the T increase.
On the experimental side, in Fig. 3(b), we show the dopingdependence of the Hall mobility of ion-gated 4L  MoS2 directly
exp
calculated from the transport data we measured in Ref. 41. μH is
starkly dependent on both band filling and temperature. Before discussing them, we note that these dependencies are much stronger
than those exhibited by μth
H =τ. As a direct consequence, the behavior of the scattering lifetime τ determined using Eq. (7) as a
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doping ranges corresponding to the Q1 and Q2 band crossings, τ is
starkly non-monotonic below 50 K and becomes smooth at higher
T, mirroring the “kinks” observed in the doping-dependence of the
conductivity.35,41,56
C. Scattering mechanisms

FIG. 3. (a) Theoretical Hall mobility-to-lifetime ratio μthH =τ, (b) experimental Hall
mobility μexp
H , and (c) scattering lifetime τ as a function of the Hall carrier
density nH at different temperatures T. Data in (b) are directly computed from
the doping-dependent conductivity values we reported in Refs. 41 and 56. Solid
lines are guides to the eye. Vertical dashed lines highlight the different doping
ranges as indicated in panel (a) and discussed in the main text.

function of nH and T [shown in Fig. 3(c)] is completely dominated
exp
exp
by that of μH . Since μH and τ share the same dependencies, in
the following, we focus on discussing the behavior of τ. This behavior is non-trivial and can be separated in three main doping ranges.
The first range occurs at low doping before the crossing of Q1
(nH & 1  1013 cm2 ), where τ increases with increasing nH at any
T. The second range occurs at intermediate doping between the
crossings of Q1 and Q2 (2 & nH & 6  1013 cm2 ), where the
behavior of τ strongly depends on T: It increases with nH at
T ¼ 10 K, is nearly independent of nH at T ¼ 50 K, and decreases
with nH at T ¼ 100 and 200 K. The third range occurs at very large
doping after the crossing of Q2 (nH * 8  1013 cm2 ), where τ
decreases with increasing nH at any T. Additionally, in the narrow
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Let us first consider the three main doping ranges away from
the band crossings, where the number of bands crossing the Fermi
level is constant and the electronic DOS is almost constant as well.
In gated MoS2 , the mobility and scattering lifetime are dominated
by four main sources of scattering:62 (i) acoustic-phonon scattering,
(ii) charged-impurity scattering, (iii) substrate-optical phonon scattering, and (iv) charged traps. In our case, the first two mechanisms
are certainly the most important, if not the only ones. Indeed, in all
three doping ranges, τ decreases with increasing T (except at the
lowest measured value of nH ≃ 7  1012 cm2 ), ruling out charged
traps.62 Substrate-optical phonon scattering can also be ruled out
since it is weak for T & 200 K62 and is further suppressed in liquidgated devices even close to room T.63
The acoustic-phonon scattering rate is expected to be
doping-independent in each of the aforementioned doping ranges.
Moreover, this scattering mechanism is negligible at very low T
and increases with T.62,63 The scattering rate due to charged impurities, instead, is strongly doping-dependent at any T since it is
strongly suppressed by the improved electrostatic screening upon
increasing the carrier density.62 In ion-gated devices, however, this
scattering rate can also increase upon increasing doping due to the
extrinsic scattering centers introduced by the ions in the electric
double layer (EDL), leading to a competition.6,11,18,20,29,48–50,64–67
Furthermore, in MoS2 , the charged-impurity scattering rate can in
general lead to a T-dependence of the scattering rate very similar to
that due to acoustic-phonon scattering.62
At T ¼ 10 K, where the acoustic-phonon scattering is negligible, the doping dependence of τ can be entirely ascribed to
charged-impurity scattering. Its increase is thus due to the improved
electrostatic screening; its decrease in the high-doping range beyond
the Q2 band crossing [see the last two blue points in Fig. 3(c)] is
very likely to be due to the disorder introduced by the ions in the
EDL.6,11,18,20,29,48–50,64–67 These two mechanisms are certainly acting
at any T, but at higher temperatures, the scattering from acoustic
phonons suppresses τ, more and more effectively as T increases. The
idea that phonon scattering (rather than charged-impurity scattering)
is the main factor that determines the T evolution of the curves is
suggested by the fact that the suppression of τ is approximately
uniform in each doping range. At high T, when the thermal smearing makes the DOS be smoothly doping-dependent [see Fig. 2(a)],
the suppression is practically uniform for any nH * 1  1013 cm2 .
Another proof that phonon scattering dominates at high T is the fact
that, in the intermediate doping range, τ decreases as a function of
doping, while it should increase (as it does at low T) if the scattering
was mainly due to charged impurities. The interplay of the different
scattering mechanisms is depicted schematically in Fig. 4.
D. Intervalley scattering and Lifshitz transitions
We now consider the two narrow doping ranges corresponding
to the Q1 and Q2 band crossings where the kinks in the doping-
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FIG. 4. Schematic explanation of the effects of different scattering mechanisms
on the behavior of τ vs nH and T. The doping ranges corresponding to the Q1
and Q2 Lifshitz transitions have been excluded from the analysis so as to focus
the attention on the regions where the number of bands crossing the Fermi
level is constant. At low T, two competing mechanisms (improved screening
and induced disorder), both ascribed to charged impurities, determine the trend
of τ, the latter being dominant at high doping. At higher T, acoustic-phonon
scattering comes into play and determines a decrease in τ, with a different magnitude in each of the three doping regions separated by the Lifshitz transitions.
The DOS smearing further changes the shape of the τ(nH ) curve. The same
arguments apply also to the trends of μexp
H .

dependent conductivity and mobility are experimentally observed in
Ref. 41. At a first approximation, the presence of the kinks in the
conductivity and the mobility can be attributed to the strong reduction in the average Fermi velocity, which occurs when the bottom of
a high-energy subband becomes filled.35,56 However, the reduction in
the conductivity is entirely accounted for by the reduction in the
Fermi velocity only when the scattering lifetime is exactly inversely
proportional to the density of states, τ / DOS(EF )1 , for all values
of doping.35,56 Since at low T in 2D systems DOS(EF ) follows a staircase behavior, similar kinks can be expected also in the dopingdependence of τ. Indeed, as we show in Fig. 3(c), these kinks do
appear in the doping-dependence of τ in gated MoS2 devices and are
similarly smeared out by increasing temperature. We now investigate
whether the kinks in τ can be simply explained in terms of the
doping-dependence of DOS(EF ).
To do so, we focus our attention on the data at T ¼ 10 K,
where the kinks are most evident, and normalize the scattering
lifetime by its value at the lowest Hall density, τ(nH )=τ(nH,min )
(blue squares in Fig. 5). As highlighted by the black dashed lines,
the τ at 10 K does indeed exhibit a “canted” staircase dependence
on nH , which is somewhat reminiscent of the DOS(EF ) computed
at T ¼ 0 and shown in Fig. 2(a). However, when τ / DOS(EF )1
is computed from the DOS(EF ) at T ¼ 10 K [red circles in Fig. 5(a)],
it becomes apparent that this simple approximation fails to reproduce most of the features of the scattering lifetime determined from
the experimental mobility. τ / DOS(EF )1 is obviously unable to
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FIG. 5. Scattering lifetime normalized by its value at the lowest doping,
τ(nH )=τ(nH,min ), as a function of the Hall density nH at T ¼ 10 K. Blue squares
and red circles are obtained via Eq. (7) and the simple approximation
τ / DOS(EF )1 , respectively. Black arrows highlight the drops in the scattering
lifetime associated with the Q1 and Q2 band crossings. Dashed black lines are
guides to the eye.

reproduce any increase in τ as a function of nH since this stems from
the doping-dependent charged-impurity scattering and not from the
intrinsic DOS of gated MoS2 . The sudden drops in τ associated with
the subband crossings (highlighted by the black arrows in Fig. 5)
also cannot be reproduced satisfactorily by τ / DOS(EF )1 . In the
case of the Q1 crossing at T ¼ 10 K, the disagreement is limited: The
τ determined from the experimental mobility drops by a factor 4
upon this first Lifshitz transition, whereas τ / DOS(EF )1 estimates
a smaller drop of only a factor 2 at the same T. Therefore, the
simple approximation correctly gauges the order-of-magnitude of
the lifetime reduction but fails in accounting for nearly half the effect
observed experimentally. Most importantly, τ / DOS(EF )1 predicts
that almost no drop in τ should be observed upon crossing Q2 at
T ¼ 10 K, in clear contrast with the τ determined from the experimental mobility. This finding is consistent with our results in
Ref. 56, where the intensity of the kink in the conductivity at Q2 was
severely underestimated in a model based on τ / DOS(EF )1 .
Therefore, another mechanism must be responsible for the large
drop in τ observed upon the second Lifshitz transition occurring due
to the crossing of Q2 .
On top of increasing the DOS, filling high-energy bands can
strongly alter the scattering lifetime by opening previously forbidden interband scattering channels, thereby strongly increasing the
scattering rate.68 Indeed, the kinks in the doping-dependence of the
conductivity of ion-gated few-layer graphene were explicitly attributed to the activation of interband scattering by the filling of highenergy bands.48,49,69,70 In gated MoS2 , the evolution of the Fermi
surface upon electron doping leads to the simultaneous filling of
the low-energy K=K0 valleys and the high-energy Q=Q0 valleys.41,56
Therefore, we attribute the strong reductions in the scattering lifetime to the opening of those intervalley scattering channels that are
forbidden when only the low-energy K=K0 valleys are populated.
These include scattering channels connecting the electron pockets
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at Q $ Q0 , Q $ K, Q0 $ K0 , Q $ K0 , and Q0 $ K. It is very
important to note that the opening of these intervalley scattering
channels has a profound influence not only on the low-T scattering
lifetime and mobility, but on several other key properties of
gated MoS2 .
Specifically, the availability of these intervalley scattering channels is paramount in optimizing the nesting efficiency of the Fermi
surface,61,71 thereby allowing to strongly enhance the electron–
phonon coupling (EPC) in the system.41,53,72–76 This in turn leads to
significant changes in the vibrational spectrum,53,72,74 such as the
pronounced doping-dependent phonon softenings, which have been
observed in ion-gated MoS2 and other semiconducting TMDs by
means of Raman spectroscopy.74,78 In this context, the large suppression of the scattering lifetime at the crossing of the Q2 subband
points to a dominant role of this second Lifshitz transition in the
opening of intervalley scattering channels and associated strong
boost to the EPC, with respect to the milder effect of the first
Lifshitz transition induced by the crossing of Q1 . This is consistent
with the stronger Fermi surface nesting associated with the simultaneous filling of all the available subbands in both the K=K0 and
Q=Q0 valleys.41,75 Moreover, both the sharp increasing part of the SC
dome of gated MoS2 41,72,73—which develops as a function of doping
from a quantum-critical point in the same doping range where the
Q2 Lifshitz transition is observed2,39,41,73,79—and the polaronic
reconstruction of the Fermi sea in the K=K0 valleys revealed by highresolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy77,80 have been
explicitly attributed to the strong increase in the EPC induced by the
Lifshitz transition, which allows the opening of additional intervalley
scattering channels. Upon further increasing the electron doping, the
related Fermi surface nesting has also been predicted to become so
efficient as to destabilize the 2H crystal structure of pristine MoS2 ,75
thus potentially triggering the onset of a charge-density wave67,81
and/or a structural transition toward the 1T=1T 0 polytypes67,82–85
and thus suppressing the SC state.
E. Intervalley scattering and carrier localization
Finally, we show that the strong suppressions of the scattering
lifetime in correspondence with the Q1 and Q2 Lifshitz transitions
may help in explaining another puzzling feature often observed in
the two associated doping ranges in gated MoS2 . Specifically, when
the kinks due to the subband crossings are observed in the dopingdependence of the conductivity, for the same doping levels, the
T-dependence of the resistivity often exhibits a slight upturn at a
very low T.39,41,86 Reference 86 attributed this behavior purely to
the carrier localization effect due to trap states introduced by the
ions in the EDL. Our results here paint a more complex picture.
While the gate-induced extra scattering centers do play a significant
role in determining the scattering rate and the mobility, the largest
suppressions of τ at a low T arise from the opening of the intervalley scattering channels [see Figs. 3(c) and 5]. These suppressions in
τ could indeed lead to carrier localization by bringing the system
closer to the insulator-to-metal transition (IMT).
Following our approach in Ref. 20, we address this issue quantitatively by calculating the Ioffe–Regel parameter x ¼ (EF  Ec )τ=h
as a function of nH from our band structure calculations for
4L  MoS2 (Fig. 6). Here, EF  Ec is the chemical potential
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FIG. 6. Ioffe–Regel parameter (EF  Ec )τ=
h vs nH , at T ¼ 10 and 100 K.
Solid lines are guides to the eye. Doping ranges where the crossings of the Q1
and Q2 subbands occur are highlighted.

measured from the bottom of the conduction band Ec . According to
the Mott–Ioffe–Regel criterion,87 the Ioffe–Regel parameter characterizes the IMT in disordered systems in terms of how close the
mean free path is to the lattice periodicity. When x  1, the mean
free path is much larger than the lattice periodicity, leading to good
metallic behavior. The opposite limit x
1 suggests that the system
is approaching the strong localization regime. The condition x  1
plays the role of a conventional crossover between the two regimes.
At T ¼ 100 K—where the kinks are smeared out and no resistance
upturn is experimentally observed—the Ioffe-Regel parameter
increases smoothly in the whole doping range. The increase is very
fast at low doping, as the gate-induced 2D electron gas (2DEG)
rapidly becomes more metallic due to the filling of the K=K0 valleys,
while it is almost constant at intermediate and high doping, likely
due to the scattering lifetime being limited by electron–phonon scattering. While the 2DEG never becomes a “good” metallic conductor
(x  10) at high temperatures, it is nevertheless firmly in the metallic
side of the IMT as attested by its conductivity and mobility increasing with decreasing T. At T ¼ 10 K, on the other hand, the dopingdependence of the Ioffe–Regel parameter becomes non-monotonic:
In the two doping ranges associated with the Q1 and Q2 band crossings, the sudden increase in the intervalley scattering rate reduces τ
and brings the 2DEG back closer to the IMT. In the doping range
corresponding to the crossing of Q1 , the 2DEG is less metallic at
10 K than it is at 100 K, whereas this inversion is not observed in the
doping range corresponding to the crossing of Q2 . However, in the
latter case, the reduction in metallicity is comparatively much
stronger and brings the 2DEG away from the “good metal” regime
reached immediately before the Lifshitz transition and back to a
more localized regime. Both behaviors are consistent with a
picture of incipient localization at low T but are not strong
enough to trigger a re-entrant IMT as in the case of gated ReS2 11
and WS2 ,66 thus allowing for superconductivity to develop unimpeded in the system.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have performed ab initio density-functional
theory calculations of the band structure of gated and strained
MoS2 nanolayers upon electron doping. We have employed the
Boltzmann transport equation in the constant-relaxation-time
approximation to calculate the theoretical mobility-to-scattering
lifetime ratio as a function of the Hall carrier density. By combining it with the experimental data of the Hall mobility, we have
determined the scattering lifetime in the system as a function of
temperature and electron doping and have discussed its behavior in
terms of the major sources of charge-carrier scattering upon
increasing band filling. We have shown that the scattering lifetime
is strongly reduced in correspondence with the two Lifshitz transitions induced by the filling of the high-energy Q=Q0 valleys upon
electron doping owing to the opening of additional intervalley scattering channels, which become available only when both the K=K0
and Q=Q0 valleys are simultaneously occupied. We have also discussed how the opening of these intervalley scattering channels can
strongly increase the electron–phonon coupling, potentially triggering the onset of the gate-induced superconducting state and of the
polaronic reconstruction of the Fermi sea, as well as leading to a
low-temperature incipient localization as reported in the literature.
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